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Abstract The mixture of aggregate, filler, and binder produces Cold Bituminous Emulsion Mixtures (CBEM). CBEM has
many several environmental and cost-effective benefits. However, it offers poor early life properties besides achieving
maximum strength it required a long curing period. In this experimental study, waste rice husk ash and ordinary Portland
cement are used as substitutes for mineral filler with 0%, 1%, 2%, and 3%. The main objective of this study is to improve
performance CBEM by combining Waste Rice Husk Ash (WRHA) and Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC). To evaluate
enhancement in performance of CBEM, Retained Stability test, Tensile Strength Test, and Marshall Stability Test were
conducted. The experimental results show that the tensile strength and Marshall stability of CBEM increased drastically by
replacing mineral filler with waste rice husk ash and ordinary Portland cement. The moisture-induced damages are reduced
due to the WRHA and OPC is added in the CBEM. As the tensile strength values and stability values of WRHA modified
CBEM are more optimistic than OPC modified CBEM.

Keywords Cold bituminous emulsion mixtures (CBEM), Marshall stability test, Ordinary Portland cement (OPC), Waste
Rice Husk Ash (WRHA), Tensile strength test

1. Introduction
This Cold bituminous emulsion mix (CBEM) is produced
by mixing the materials known as aggregate, binder and
filler. Due to the elimination of heating of binder and
aggregate, the environmental, as well as cost-effective
characteristics, can be increased by using cold mix
technology [6]. There are also other advantages of the cold
mix such as it works in humid condition and also it is
beneficial for road construction in isolated and remote areas
where the manufactured hot mix will be set before reaching
on-site. But cold mix has offered some drawbacks such as
low strength and high air-void content [4]. Besides, CBEM
is not used as a structural layer since it takes an extensive
curing time to achieve maximum strength. Previous studies
have been shown that several additives were tried to
enhance the performance of CBEM. Cement and hydrated
lime are most commonly used as additives in the cold mix.
This study shows the calculations of the mechanical
properties of bituminous emulsion with 0% to 6% Portland
cement, their test results are illustrated that there was an
increase in mechanical properties and water damage
resistance of cold mix by addition of cement [7].
Furthermore, they have suggested as the emulsion mixes
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modified with cement might be used for the structural
pavement layer. However, the use of cement and lime
increases the chances of increased production costs and
environmental degradation [3]. Waste Rice husk is collected
during the milling process. It is an agricultural waste
residue obtained from the outer covering of rice grains.
Combustion of rice husk in boiler results in Waste Rice
Husk Ash (WRHA) which is generally considered as
waste material. About 678 million tons of rice paddies
are produced worldwide annually, which leads to
approximately 150 million tons of waste rice husk per year
and because of burning this quantity of rice husks, near
about 38 million tons of WRHA produced. Since waste rice
husk ash had no other use, it was normally disposed of
as waste in landfills or water streams, harming the
environment until it was known to be secondary
cementitious material for concrete production. When
WRHA as a pozzolanic material used in the cement and
concrete industry, it gives many advantages such as
improved durability properties and strength [5]. Based on
the test results, suggested the use of WRHA as mineral
filler in Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) concrete. He found that
the Marshall Stability of HMA mixture increased by
substituting conventional mineral filler OPC with WRHA
[1]. Hence, instead of mineral filler, the use of WRHA
in CBEM is becoming active areas of research due to its
water absorption ability and economic benefit [2]. This
study aims to investigate the workability of using WRHA as
a replacement for conventional mineral filler in CBEM to
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modify their properties. In the present work, WRHA is
using as a replacement with different percentages ranging
from 0 to 3% with an increment of 1% instead of
conventional mineral filler. The enhancement in mechanical
properties was accessed using the Marshall Stability test &
Indirect tensile strength test. Besides resistance to moisture
damage of mixes was determined by performing Retained
stability test. In this study, various cold mixes were
considered as shown in following Table 1.

2.2. Emulsion
Table 4 showing the test results of the emulsion [12,13].
Table 4. Test results of emulsion
Test
Viscosity at 50°C (in sec) by
Say bolt Furol Viscometer
Particle charge
Residue by evaporation

Table 1. Details of various mixes
Type of Mix

WRHA (%)

OPC (%)

CBEM

0

0

1% WRHA + CBEM

1

0

2% WRHA + CBEM

2

0

3% WRHA + CBEM

3

0

1% OPC + CBEM

0

1

2% OPC + CBEM

0

2

3% OPC + CBEM

0

3

Result of
Test

Preferred
IS Code or IRC

78 sec

IRC: SP: 100:2014

Positive

IS 8887-2004

65%

IS 8887-2004

-

IS 8887-2004

Clotting of emulsion at low
temperature
Coating ability

Fair

IS 8887-2004

Specific gravity

1.01

IRC: SP: 100:2014

The cationic emulsion used in this study. It has a positive
particle charge test result. The effect of viscosity and residue
is verified by an evaporation test, indicating that a medium
grade of the emulsion was used in this experiment.
2.3. Additives
In the present study, two types of additives including Rice
Husk Ash and Ordinary Portland Cement were used.

2. Materials
2.1. Aggregate

2.3.1. Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC)

In this study basalt type aggregate is used. Gradation of
aggregate was adopted according to the specified by
MORTH 2013 is as given in following Table 2 [15].
Table 2. Aggregate gradation
Overall Percentage Weight Decreasing by
Total Aggregate Weight

Sieve Size (mm)

In this study, OPC of 53 grade was used. The specific
gravity of OPC is 3.10. Stone dust of specific gravity 2.62
was replaced with OPC in the range of 1-3% with increments
of 1%.
2.3.2. Waste Rice Husk Ash (WRHA)
Waste Rice Husk ash was brought from a local authority
situated in Pune, Maharashtra, India which is having a
Specific gravity is 1.7. Stone dust was replaced with WRHA
in different proportions, 1%, 2% and 3%. The chemical
composition of WRHA is shown in following Table 5.

Allowable Range

Used value

26.50

100

100

19.00

90-100

95

9.50

60-80

70

4.75

35-65

50

2.36

20-50

35

0.30

3-20

11

Element

Concentration

5

SiO2

92.00

Al2O3

0.34

Table 3 shows the properties of aggregate [11].

Fe2O3

0.37

MgO

0.78

SO3

1.24

P2O5

0.95

Na2O

0.11

K2O

3.29

2-8

0.075

Table 3. Properties of Aggregate

Property

Value

Value as Per
MORTH (2013)
Specification

Preferred IS
Code

Table 5. Chemical composition of WRHA

Los Angeles
abrasion value (%)

15

30

IS:2386-2016

Aggregate impact
value (%)

7.56

24

IS:2386-2016

3. Sample Preparation

Flakiness and
elongation index (%)

20

30

IS:2386-2016

Water absorption
(%)

0.4

2

IS:2386-2016

The samples were prepared as per guidelines given in IRC:
SP: 100-2014. Initially, specimen samples were prepared
with an adequate quantity of water and various percentages
of emulsion to evaluate the foremost emulsion content. For
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each emulsion content, mainly three samples were prepared.
Optimum Emulsion specimens prepared and tested for
Indirect tensile strength tests and Retained stability. An
aggregate of different sizes is mixed to get aggregate
gradation as specified in MoRTH (2013).
To get the proper coating of emulsion on to aggregate,
optimal water content was added to the mix. For the present
study, the optimal water content was found to be 3%. Then
emulsion was added in different proportions ranging from
7.5 to 9 percent with an increment of 0.5%. After mixing,
for dehydration, the mixture was set under the fan for
approximately 1-2 hr. Afterwards, this mixture was heated in
the oven for 2 hrs. at 40°C temperature. After the completion
of the heating process, the mixture is removed from the oven
and placed into the Marshall mould along with the thin paper
on the base plate. In the present study, compaction of the
mixture was carried out with the help of a Marshall hammer
by providing 50 blows on both faces. Then the prepared
samples were extruded after 24 hrs and then for 72 hrs heated
in the oven at 40°C temperature. Each emulsion content
prepared the three samples.

4. Sample Testing
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From Graph 1, it is observed that the stability value of
mixtures including WRHA and OPC is greater than the
control mix. WRHA particles react as reinforcing material in
the mix which will affect increasing the stiffness.

Graph 1.

Emulsion vs Stability for all mixes

The variation of flow value of cold bituminous emulsion
mixes at different emulsion content is shown in Graph 2.

4.1. Marshall Stability Test
Marshall stability test is used to determine the Optimum
Emulsion Material. Only the optimum emulsion material
mix with 4% air voids was selected. This test was performed
at 25°C as specified in IRC: SP: 100-2014 [13].
4.2. Retained Stability Test
Moisture damage in bituminous mixtures refers to the loss
in strength and durability due to the presence of water. This
test is used to evaluate resistance to moisture-induced
damage of cold bituminous emulsion mixtures. This test
performed as per AIMS No.14 (MS-14) -1989 [14].
4.3. Indirect Tensile Strength Test
To achieve the maximum tensile strength of mixtures the
‘Indirect tensile strength’ test is used. The test is performed
under 25°C temperature as per the ASTM D 6931 – 2017 [9].
In this test, using two opposite loading strips, with a
vertical diametrical plane the compressive load is applied to
a specimen. The configured load develops uniform tensile
stress ultimately causing failure of the specimen by splitting
with the vertical diameter.

5. Results
5.1. Marshall Stability Test
The variation between the stability values of CBEM and
emulsion content is shown in Graph 1.

Graph 2.

Emulsion vs Flow for all mixes

From Graph 2, it is illustrated that flow values of cold
bituminous emulsion mix decrease slightly by the addition of
WRHA and OPC.
The shear strength and stiffness of the mix may increase
due to non-spherical particles and as a result resistance to
plastic flow increases.
The following Table 6 shows the effects of the Optimum
Emulsion Content (OEC) and Marshall stability tests.
It shows that stability values of mixes with WRHA are
greater than mixture with OPC. Both WRHA and OPC
modified mixtures give maximum stability at 2% additive
content.
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Table 6. Optimum Emulsion Content (OEC) and Marshall test result
Mix

Optimum Emulsion
Content (%)

Stability
(Kn)

Flow
(Mm)

VMA (%)

VFB
(%)

Percent Increase
in Stability (%)

CBEM

7.9

13.2

4.82

21.48

81.4

0

1%WRHA + CBEM

8.2

15.4

4.8

21.96

81.57

16.67

2%WRHA + CBEM

8.36

18.9

5

22.13

81.98

43.18

3%WRHA + CBEM

8.5

16

5.07

22.33

82.06

21.21

1%OPC + CBEM

8.32

14.4

5

22.09

81.77

9.09

2%OPC + CBEM

8.6

17.6

5.2

22.8

82.41

33.33

3%OPC + CBEM

8.8

15.1

5.4

23.12

82.83

14.39

5.2. Retained Stability Test
Graph 3 shows Marshall stability values of CBEM
prepared with WRHA and OPC in both unconditioned
stability and conditioned stability.

stability value decreases with an irrespective type of additive.
Modified CBEM adapt with 3% WRHA and 3% OPC
have shown the Retained stability ratio has improved
substantially.
5.3. Indirect Tensile Strength (ITS) Test
Graph 5 shows the result of an Indirect tensile strength
test of various cold bituminous emulsion mixtures.

Graph 3. Marshall stability values for unconditioned and conditioned
specimens

Obtained results of Retained stability ratios for various
CBEM are shown in following Graph 4.

Graph 5. Effect of types and concentration of additives on ITS of CBEM

From Graph 5, irrespective of the form of additive, both
modified cold bituminous emulsion mixtures have observed
higher tensile strength as compared to control mixtures. The
additives present in CBEM strengthens the bond between
aggregate and binder, resulting in higher tensile strength
in the changed mixtures. The Indirect tensile strength of
modified CBEM prepared with 3% WRHA and 3% OPC
was significantly increased. However, WRHA modified
mixtures have higher tensile strength as compared to the
OPC modified mixtures.
5.4. Statistical Analysis
Graph 4. Retained stability ratio of various CBEM

As per MoRTH (2013), Retained stability value of more
than 50% is recommended as the requirements for CBEM to
resist moisture-induced damages. From Graph 4, it is
observed that for the control mixture, the value is 48.48%
and for both modified mixtures, the value is greater than 50%
which support the need for an additive in CBEM to increase
resistance to moisture-induced damages. It has also been
reported that for all cold bituminous emulsion mixtures the

Based on results obtained from the mixture of optimum
emulsion content, the analysis of ANOVA was considered.
The significance level ɑ = 0.05 was considered while
performing ANOVA.
The results of ANOVA are shown in Table 7. After
several tests performed on CBEM with various WRHA
percentages, it is observed that the pre-determined ɑ - value
is greater than the probability value (i.e., p-value). Hence, the
combination of WRHA and CBEM with various percentage
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significantly improves the performance of CBEM.
It is an exception for Marshall stability of 1% OPC mix,
similarly the different percentage of OPC of p - value is
lower than 0.05 in different tests performed on mixtures.
Hence, the incorporation of 1% of OPC to CBEM offered an
insignificant effect on the Marshall Stability of CBEM.

Table 8. ANOVA results (Compared with control mix)

Marshall
stability

Retained
stability

Indirect
tensile
strength

Combinations

p - value
0.000604

YES

2%WRHA + CBEM

0.0000425

YES

3%WRHA + CBEM

0.003119

YES

1%OPC + CBEM

0.071172

NO

2%OPC + CBEM

0.0000493

YES

3%OPC + CBEM

0.004196

YES

1%WRHA + CBEM

0.016608

YES

2%WRHA + CBEM

0.001167

YES

3%WRHA + CBEM

0.000532

YES

1%OPC + CBEM

0.044529

YES

2%OPC + CBEM

0.006005

YES

3%OPC + CBEM

0.001134

YES

1%WRHA + CBEM

0.002327

YES

2%WRHA + CBEM

0.000424

YES

3%WRHA + CBEM

0.0000517

YES

1%OPC + CBEM

0.00976

YES

2%OPC + CBEM

0.001542

YES

3%OPC + CBEM

0.000237

YES

The results shown in [8] found that the performance of
cold-mix bitumen is improved with the addition of cement.
The test results show that the addition of 1-2% cement
significantly improved the mechanical performance of the
mixes and significantly accelerated their strength gain. As
per the comparing results of the addition of 2% WRHA, it
gives better performance than OPC and conventional mixes,
so it the clear that the WRHA added mix improves the
performance of CBEM.
5.5. Rate Analysis
 Rate analysis was carried out for pavement which is
1000m in length and 7.5m in width (2 lanes). The
thickness of bituminous concrete is considered 50mm.
 It is observed that waste rice husk ash modified mix is
cost-effective as compared to OPC modified mix. The
cost of WRHA modified mix is greater than control mix
but the incorporation of WRHA in CBEM results in
enhancement in their performance.
As shown in Table 8, the percentage increase in the cost of
WRHA modified CBEM is in the range of 1.23 to 1.71% and
the cost of OPC modified CBEM is increased by 4.14 to
11.90%. Thus, WRHA modified CBEM is cost-effective
than OPC modified CBEM.

Total Cost (Rs.)

Increase in Cost (%)

CBEM

3374810.58

0

3417715.99

1.23

2%WRHA + CBEM

3426993.68

1.47

3%WRHA + CBEM

3436146.85

1.71

1%OPC + CBEM

351403.61

4.14

2%OPC + CBEM

3684857.18

9.19

3%OPC + CBEM

3776511.31

11.90

Significant
(Yes / No)

1%WRHA + CBEM

Type of Mix

1%WRHA + CBEM

Table 7. ANOVA results (Compared with control mix)
Test
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6. Conclusions
As per comparison between previous research papers,
it is found that the use of WRHA in CBEM improves the
mechanical properties of mixes, it gives better performance
than conventional mixes.
As a result of the replacement of traditional mineral filler
with WRHA and OPC, the marshal stability of CBEM gets
increased. The WRHA modified mix gives maximum
stability of 18.9 kN at 2% WRHA content. However, OPC
modified mix gives maximum stability of 17.6 kN at 2%
OPC content.
The addition of WRHA & OPC in CBEM leads to a
reduction in moisture-induced damages as per the results
obtained from Retained stability test.
Both WRHA modified and OPC modified CBEM has
shown a significant increase in tensile strength values. The
range of WRHA modified mixes is obtained from 14 to 26%
and for OPC it is from 3 to 16%. However, the tensile
strength of the material is improved by 3 to 16% for OPC
modified mixes.
The WRHA modified CBEM perform slightly better than
OPC modified CBEM when it is compared with the test
results of Retained stability test, Indirect tensile strength test
and Marshall stability test.
The results of ANOVA analysis shows that the effect of
additives on tensile strength, Marshall stability and Retained
stability values of CBEM are found to be significantly
different.
As per the rate analysis, WRHA modified CBEM is
cost-effective than OPC modified CBEM.
According to the findings, it is concluded that WRHA can
be used as a substitute for traditional mineral filler in CBEM.
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